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Abstract
In this contribution, a series of initial numerical results with respect to structural response of precast reinforced concrete (RC) columns
subjected to close-in air blast are discussed. Although it is widely established that precast components generally possess limited blast
resilience due to their non-monolithic connections, the underlying mechanisms are not well understood. To this end, the present study
seeks to gain further insights via explicit modelling of a typical grouted sleeve connection, involving the bond behavior along
reinforcement laps and the contacts between interacting concrete surfaces at the column base.
Eurocodes have replaced British Standards as Singapore's prescribed building codes for structural design since 2015. CEB-FIP Model
Code 1990 has served as an important basis for Eurocode 2: Design of Concrete Structures. In absence of experimental data, this study
adopts the relevant guidance from the revised fib Model Code 2010, in attempt to incorporate the latest recommendations numerically.
Two key departures are observed vis-à-vis the 1990 version. First, the fracture energy, which characterizes the tensile softening
phenomenon, is now solely a function of mean unconfined compressive strength, i.e. independent of maximum aggregate size, while
second, the local bond stress-slip analytical model that predicts the interaction between reinforcing bar and concrete, has largely
remained the same, albeit with different input parameters.

1. Introduction
In late 2017, the Construction Industry Transformation Map was implemented to promote productivity and to
reduce reliance on foreign labour in Singapore (1). It calls for industry adoption of Design for Manufacturing &
Assembly (DfMA), which broadly refers to the modular design of building components for efficient and clean
site installation, as well as the highly automated offsite production facilities. In the same year, an updated Code
of Buildability was released to legislate the minimum Buildable Design scores required of new developments and
the mandatory use of specific productive technologies as part of Government Land Sale (GLS) Programme (2).
Precast reinforced concrete (RC) construction, which falls within the DfMA framework, is naturally an option for
consideration by local structural engineers to fulfil prevailing statutory requirements. While the design and
assessment procedures for precast RC elements are well established with respect to conventional buildings, the
contrary holds true for atypical loading condition such as blast effects.
Traditionally, blast-resistant components are cast-in-situ with the necessary flexural and diagonal tension
reinforcement to offer sufficient inbound and rebound resistances against air blast. Precast RC elements are only
recommended for large standoff distances (> 2 kg/m1/3) if the connections are adequately designed to handle
support reactions during both inbound and rebound responses (3). Broadly, the detailing rules are similar to those
during seismic design, i.e. continuity of flexural bars, especially at the areas where plasticity is expected, as well
as the use of closed spaced ties and links throughout the span of component (4, 5).
Furthermore, Singapore is located in a low-seismicity region and only designs of selected structures founded on
certain ground types are required to address tremors due to distant earthquakes (6-8). As a result, majority of
precast RC structures do not have moment-resisting connections, as opposed to a seismic framing system whereby
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beam-column continuity is critical to ensure global structural response against strong lateral forces. Conventional
precast RC system in Singapore typically involves beams supported by corbels to take gravity loadings, in tandem
with shear walls located within staircases and lift-cores for lateral loadings (9-11), as shown in Figure 1.
Against this backdrop, the Ministry of Home Affairs in Singapore has plans to conduct full-scale blast trials, in
support of the development of a generalized design framework for precast RC columns subjected to close-in air
blast. In this contribution, a series of initial numerical results with respect to structural response of precast RC
columns subjected to close-in air blast are discussed. Current study builds upon the knowledge gathered from past
in-house work on the modelling of RC components using LS-DYNA (12-16).

Figure 1: (i) Typical precast RC system involving beams supported on corbels to take gravity loadings; (ii)
Schematics of a lateral-resisting configuration for a precast RC system; and (iii) Close-up view of a beam-column
connection, whereby the precast RC beam transfers shear reaction onto a corbel via a bearing pad.

2. Objective of Work
The present study seeks to gain insights about the behavior of precast RC columns subjected to close-in air blast
at scaled distances lesser than the recommended range of 2 kg/m1/3 given in the prevailing design methodology
(3). At the same time, the study aims to establish broad performance benchmarks, below which retrofits to the
precast RC columns are necessary to mitigate against significant loss in axial load-carrying capacity. This series
of initial numerical work is meant to offer first-cut evaluation of the problem in hand. Further detailed analyses
will be carried out to achieve a comprehensive understanding towards pre-test planning for the full-scale blast
trials. The ultimate objective is to develop a generalized design framework for practical applications in Singapore.
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3. Idealization of Precast RC Column
To this end, preliminary calculations are first carried out to establish meaningful structural configurations for the
numerical analyses. In accordance to prevailing Eurocodes (17, 18) and Singapore National Annexes (19, 20), a
lower bound dimension for a square precast RC column to serve imposed loads under Category E (Industrial Use)
is derived to be 600 mm based on an equivalent stress formulation (21), assuming 8 m-by-8 m bay in a 5-storey
structure. The flexural reinforcement is next computed by stipulating a tensile reinforcement ratio of
approximately 1%, so that the ensuing section remains under-reinforced as part of standard good practice for
blast-resistant design to prevent sudden compression failure (5). This is then followed by the estimation of the
required diagonal tension reinforcement to satisfy the ultimate inbound and rebound resistances (3), assuming
fixed-fixed (top and bottom) boundary conditions over a span of 4500 mm.
The characteristic compressive cylinder strength of concrete at 28 days is taken to be 35 MPa while the secant
modulus of elasticity of concrete is 34 GPa, as given in Table 3.1 of SS EN 1992-1-1 (18). The characteristic
yield strength of reinforcement is taken to be 500 MPa with the relevant strength and deformation properties of
steel as per Grade B500C (22), following a classical elastic-plastic strain hardening profile without rate effects.
The precast RC column is adjoined to its base support using a typical grouted sleeve connection. At this region,
the flexural reinforcement within the precast RC column is lapped with the starter bars protruding from the base
support, as illustrated in Figure 2. The concrete cover to the nearest flexural reinforcement is maintained at 75
mm throughout the span of column, as shown in Figure 3. This accounts for the presence of the corrugated pipes
of 50 mm diameter (through which the starter bars are emplaced before grouting), as well as the surrounding
diagonal tension reinforcement which offer confinement to the flexural bars. The corrugated pipes are not
modeled explicitly in this study for simplicity, in avoidance of high computational costs. Instead, attention has
been given to two other physical phenomena which are postulated to have greater influence on the response of
the precast RC column against close-in air blast. They are namely (i) the bond of embedded flexural
reinforcement, and (ii) the contacts between interacting concrete surfaces at the base of precast RC column.
In view that the previous CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 is an important technical basis for SS EN 1992-1-1,
extensive reference has been made to the latest fib Model Code 2010 (23), in order to numerically characterize
the two physical phenomena. In this study, two local bond-slip relationships in the Table 6.1-1 of fib Model Code
2010 are investigated, i.e. pull-out and splitting (stirrups), both under good bond conditions. The static coefficient
of friction is taken as 0.6 with respect to a smooth interface as per Section 6.3.3 of fib Model Code 2010, while
its dynamic counterpart is assumed to be 0.3. In this study, mesh size of 20 mm is kept consistent as far as possible
for all concrete (constant stress) solid elements and steel (Hughes-Liu with cross section integration) beam
elements. Mesh refinement has not been considered. It will be carried out as part of future work.
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Figure 2: (i) Idealization of a precast RC column involving various concrete and reinforcement parts; and (ii)
Illustration on how the precast RC column is adjoined to its base support, while its flexural reinforcement laps
with the starter bars protruding from the base support.
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Figure 3: (i) Section views of the arrangement of flexural reinforcement within the idealized precast RC column;
and (ii) Schematics of a typical grouted sleeve connection between a precast RC column and its base support.

4. Parametric Numerical Analyses
This study involves a series of parametric numerical analyses. The underlying motivation is to determine the
varying responses arising from different modelling assumptions and considerations, and to identify knowledge
gaps for detailed follow-up investigation as part of future work. A total of five parameters are accounted for.
First, up to five threat scenarios consisting of various combinations of charge weight and scaled distances are
analyzed. For confidentiality purposes, the two charge weights used are denoted as 4𝒙𝒙 and 𝒙𝒙 respectively.
Hemispherical surface burst is assumed at scaled distances of 0.4 kg/m1/3, 0.6 kg/m1/3 and 0.8 kg/m1/3, in order to
stay within the applicability of the empirical equations underlying the air blast characteristics, as well as to be
significantly lower than the minimum criteria of 2 kg/m1/3 set by prevailing design methodology (3).
Second, two concrete material models, namely *MAT_CDPM (24) and *MAT_RHT (25), are employed
extensively. The bilinear damage formulation within *MAT_CDPM is characterized to reflect the latest guidance
regarding the fracture energy, which is now solely a function of mean unconfined compressive strength of 43
MPa as per Table 3.1 of SS EN 1992-1-1, i.e. independent of maximum aggregate size, in the latest fib Model
Code 2010. The strain rate flag in *MAT_CDPM is turned off as a conservative measure, on account that inertia
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effects can already be captured at high strain rate for compression (26), albeit not as well under tension due to
localization (27). The erosion flag in *MAT_CDPM is also turned off, although it is later observed that element
deletion continues to occur unexpectedly whenever full restart is implemented. Similar to *MAT_CDPM, the
auto-generation function of *MAT_RHT is exercised, except that the shear modulus is amended to correlate with
the secant modulus of elasticity of concrete of 34 GPa and Poisson’s Ratio of 0.2 for uncracked concrete (18).
The strain rate dependence in *MAT_RHT is maintained. Material model *MAT_72R3 is considered initially
(28). It is subsequently dropped from parametric studies, due to observations that severe element distortion can
happen, even at relatively large scaled distances. The cause can be attributed to its inherently low fracture energy.
A series of uniaxial tensile test on a single 20 mm element with varying parameter b2 reveals that the default
cracking characteristics within *MAT_72R3 are hardcoded and cannot be modified to represent a user-defined
fracture energy. Parameter locwidth has been set to a value lesser than 20 mm to effect localization within the
single element. Further comparison between single element simulations involving all three concrete material
models confirms that *MAT_CDPM is able to recover the desired fracture energy of 0.144 N/mm based on mean
unconfined compressive strength of 43 MPa, while *MAT_72R3 continues to benchmark its cracking
characteristics against the previous CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 (27), as shown in Figure 4. For *MAT_RHT, the
strain rate effects cannot be deactivated readily, and therefore the single element simulation must be conducted
with prescribed nodal displacements applied over prolonged duration in order to retrieve a near quasi-static
behavior. Even so, there is still some enhancement observed above the peak tensile stress which should rightfully
be 3.2 MPa, following Table 3.1 of SS EN 1992-1-1. Overall, the fracture energy generated automatically by
*MAT_RHT clearly surpasses the other two material models. The material cards for all three concrete models, as
well as that for reinforcement (*MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY), is given in the Appendix.

Figure 4: Uniaxial tensile test on a single 20 mm element involving *MAT_CDPM, *MAT_RHT and
*MAT_72R3. (i) Graph of tensile stress against prescribed nodal displacements; and (ii) Graph of fracture energy
against prescribed nodal displacements.
Third, two sets of (top and bottom) boundary conditions are explored, namely fixed-fixed and guided-fixed. These
boundary conditions are implemented by imposing the appropriate translational nodal constraints to the base and
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top support, as illustrated in Figure 2. The reason for doing so is to determine the likely bounds of responses of
the precast RC column against close-in air blast. Recall that, majority of precast RC structures in Singapore do
not have moment-resisting connections and the gravity load-resisting beams are inherently weak as they do not
possess sufficient inbound and rebound resistances. Therefore, fixed-fixed boundary conditions represent a
situation whereby the connecting beam at the floor level is not severely damaged and continues to offer lateral
restraint to the top of column against the direction of blast (e.g. perimeter columns with minimal blast leakage
through the building envelope), while the contrary is true for guided-fixed boundary conditions (e.g. interior
columns with the beams exposed to direct blast effects). The former requires full translational nodal constraints
in all directions, while the latter does the same except for the top support in the direction of blast.
Fourth, two axial preloads, namely 3000 kN and 7500 kN, are included. Physically, an axial preload represents a
pre-blast stress state induced by a tributary combination of structural self-weight, as well as superimposed dead
loads and live loads applied on every floor of the building. In order to establish a practical range of pre-blast stress
states, the axial load that correlates with the maximum moment capacity in a typical column interaction diagram,
as well as the maximum axial capacity (in absence of bending) are first determined (21).
The nominal balanced axial load and full axial capacity are computed to be approximately 5000 kN and 16000
kN respectively for the column shown in Figure 2. Therefore, the value of 3000 kN is chosen to capture behavior
at around 20% of maximum capacity (16000 kN), in recognition that it is the minimum benchmark beyond which
members are identified under combined compression and flexure and are subjected to more conservative limits
on the allowable flexural response during typical blast-resistant design (3). On the other hand, the value of 7500
kN is selected to tally with 150% of balanced load (5000 kN) as a reasonable upper bound of service load within
the compression-controlled zone. In lieu of dynamic relaxation (29), transient explicit method is employed to
achieve the pre-blast stress states. Prior estimation of the column’s natural period is necessary. Prescribed nodal
displacements are invoked over a long duration of at least 15 times of the natural period to obtain a near quasistatic state of response. Two runs are required to recover each axial preload exactly; analytical approximation of
the column deformation, followed by adjustment of the correlating prescribed nodal displacements.
Fifth, three cases of axial coupling using *CONSTRAINED_BEAM_IN_SOLID are considered. Case 1 involves
full-directional constraints to the acceleration and velocity of the embedded flexural reinforcement in concrete by
setting the keyword parameter CDIR to null. Case 2 and 3 consider coupling only in the normal direction and
releases the axial constraints, such that the axial coupling force can be computed as a user-defined function of
slip between the rebar nodes and the concrete solid elements, i.e. CDIR equals 1. As mentioned earlier, two local
bond-slip relationships in the Table 6.1-1 of fib Model Code 2010 are investigated; Case 2 – pull-out, while Case
3 - splitting (stirrups), under good bond conditions with reference to definitions in SS EN 1992-1-1. The card
inputs for both user-defined functions are provided in the Appendix.

5. Numerical Results
Finally, the findings from this series of parametric studies are discussed. In total, up to 120 idealized precast RC
column models are investigated. They collectively represent various combinations of the five parameters
highlighted in the preceding section. For ease of reference, the mean quantities arising from the three cases of
axial coupling are presented, together with the maximum coefficient of variation across each threat scenario.
In order to assess the applicability of under-integrated solid elements, the ratio between the hourglass and internal
energies are first tabulated, as shown in Table 1. The most onerous Scenario 1 results in numerical instability near
the bottom of the column, leading to non-physical solutions, for both concrete material models as shown in Figure
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5. Although it appears that *MAT_CDPM has out-performed *MAT_RHT with lesser extent of zero-energy
deformation modes, it has happened at the expense of erosion. Notwithstanding that element deletion continues
to occur despite its inactive flag, its presence already cast some doubts on the admissibility of the results.
For such complex problems, the hourglass energy should ideally be lesser than ±10% of the internal energy.
Therefore, if a benchmark is drawn based on results from *MAT_RHT, only the related findings from Scenario
4 and 5 for both concrete material models are strictly acceptable. Nevertheless, since this is a preliminary
assessment with mesh refinement yet to be carried out, all idealized precast RC column models with the exception
of Scenario 1, are further subjected to post-blast simulations to ascertain the residual axial capacities.
Table 1: Mean ratio between hourglass energy and internal energy, computed based on the three cases of axial
coupling, with the respective maximum coefficient of variation across each threat scenario; (i) *MAT_CDPM;
and (ii) *MAT_RHT.
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Figure 5: Examples of numerical instability, leading to non-physical solutions for Scenario 1 involving
*MAT_CDPM and *MAT_RHT. (i) Plot of tensile damage variable via History Variable 15 for *MAT_CDPM;
and (ii) Plot of damage parameter via History Variable 4 for *MAT_RHT.
The prediction of the peak displacements by the various models are next summarized, as given in Table 2. The
locations at which the peak displacements occur, depart expectedly between the two sets of (top and bottom)
boundary conditions. For fixed-fixed boundary conditions, the maximum response is captured at the mid-span
while for guided-fixed, near the top of column. There is negligible difference between the peak displacements
computed using the three cases of axial coupling, as seen from the relatively small percentages of maximum
coefficient of variation per threat scenario. However, in terms of the order of magnitude, the peak displacements
generated under guided-fixed boundary conditions exceed that under fixed-fixed due to lower lateral stiffnesses.
Ceteris paribus, the axial preloads are not found to have significant influence on the peak displacements.
The post-blast residual axial capacities are lastly compiled. The predictions are given as percentages of the
maximum axial capacities in Table 3, which are computed by subjecting pristine precast RC column models under
prescribed nodal displacements to the top support till failure. Three observations can be made. First, both
maximum axial capacities obtained numerically are higher than that using the semi-analytical formulation (16000
kN) (21), ranging from 15% to 25% increase against *MAT_CDPM and *MAT_RHT respectively. This is
anticipated, in view of the structural imperfections and other miscellaneous experimental factors underlying the
code approach. Second, higher axial preload generally improves the residual performance for all models, except
for those in Scenario 3. Notwithstanding earlier remark on its admissibility due to either extensive erosion or
zero-energy deformation modes, this correlates with another observation that Scenario 3 has accounted for the
largest set of peak displacements as compared to the remaining threat scenarios for both concrete material models
in Table 2. One reasonable explanation is that the detrimental effects arising from a higher axial preload coupled
with greater deformation, have outweighed the enhancement to the overall shear resistance. Recall that, it is
conservative to ignore the presence of compression on the shear strength of concrete in typical blast-resistant
design (3). Third, the choice of axial coupling has negligible impact on the ensuing residual axial capacities.
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Table 2: Mean peak displacements, computed based on the three cases of axial coupling, with the respective
maximum coefficient of variation across each threat scenario; (i) *MAT_CDPM; and (ii) *MAT_RHT.

6. Conclusion
The ultimate objective is to develop a generalized design framework for practical applications in Singapore. The
numerical results obtained so far are preliminary. Efforts are required to resolve the knowledge gaps which have
been identified along the way. At this juncture, one scope which warrants dedicated attention, is the inability to
enact user-defined softening characteristics of *MAT_72R3 in tension. Fracture energy appears to be a key
limiting factor in the performance of precast RC columns subjected to close-in air blast. The non-monolithic
grouted sleeve connection at the bottom of the column receives high pressure loads due to its close proximity to
the source of detonation. Severe stress wave concentrations aggravated by the discontinuity in concrete, further
contributes to extensive tensile failure near the bottom of the column, as shown in Figure 6. Future work shall
also entail physical variations in column dimensions, tensile reinforcement ratio and grade of steel reinforcement,
as well as other numerical aspects regarding additional concrete material models, damping, material strain rate
effects and mesh refinement. Retrofit options using steel collars at the base of the column will also be explored.
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Table 3: Mean ratio between residual axial capacity and maximum axial capacity, computed based on the three
cases of axial coupling, with the respective maximum coefficient of variation across each threat scenario; (i)
*MAT_CDPM; and (ii) *MAT_RHT.
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Figure 6: Examples of post-blast column damage profiles for scenarios involving *MAT_CDPM and
*MAT_RHT. (i) Plot of tensile damage variable via History Variable 15 for *MAT_CDPM with respect to
Scenario 2 – Guided-Fixed BCs – P0 = 7500 kN; and (ii) Plot of damage parameter via History Variable 4 for
*MAT_RHT with respect to Scenario 3 – Fixed-Fixed BCs – P0 = 3000 kN.
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Appendix
Material Cards
Concrete
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Reinforcement

User-Defined Functions
Axial Coupling via *CONSTRAINED_BEAM_IN_SOLID
Case 2 (Pull-out – Good Bond Condition)
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Case 3 (Splitting (SP) – Stirrups – Good Bond Condition)
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